Meet our SparShine™ cable. Its value is the time, effort and cost it will save you over the long haul. Made from a proprietary wire, SparShine™ combines a smoother-wound, more acid-resistant, rustproof finish with all the strength and flexibility of our original cable. What this means for you is a longer shelf life, less maintenance and unparalleled performance for even the heaviest usage on the hardest jobs.

*SparShine™ — another industry first you’ll find at spartantool.com.*
THE SPARSHINE™ ADVANTAGE.

Spartan Tool manufactures all of its cable using a proprietary type of wire that we call SparShine™. Bright, shiny and attractive when it first comes out of the box, SparShine™ is more than just a pretty cable.

The specialty wire that we use to form SparShine™ is among the highest grade wire available from North American wire mills. The “shine” of SparShine™ comes from a chemical process that impregnates zinc and other elements directly into the wire. It is not a mere coating and thus will not scratch or wear off over time.

What SparShine™ delivers for our customers is, first of all, a cable that will not rust. Whether in the machine’s drum or on your storage shelf awaiting first use, SparShine™ will not succumb to the oxidation process that accompanies all other manufacturers’ drain snakes. Thus, it will never fail due to rust, which eventually happens to even the most careful operator’s cable from our competitors’.

SparShine’s unique manufacturing process also renders it resistant to acids and bases — Liquid Plumber and Draino, respectively. A normal drain cable will crystallize within a few days to a week of exposure to acids and bases. This crystallization will cause quick failure of the cable the next time it is strongly torqued into a clog, either by shearing or kinking that cable. But SparShine™ resists this process, dramatically extending the life of your cable even when the homeowner doesn’t fess up to having used one or both of these common over-the-counter drain cleaners.

Matched with Spartan Tool’s unparalleled cable coiling quality control process, precision controlled in-process stress-relieving, and the exacting abilities of the most modern CNC coiling machines, Spartan Tool’s SparShine™ cables cost a little more, but deliver far better return on your investment than any drain cables on the market through a combination of strength, exacting quality control, and for the first time ever, addressing the two most common causes of drain snake failures.

WHY BUY MAGNUM™ CABLE?

Spartan Tool HIGHLY recommends our exclusive .55 or .66 Magnum™ cables to all customers that operate a Model 2001, Model 1065 or Model 300.

Spartan Tool’s Magnum™ cables give you three important advantages in use. First, rather than winding our cable from a single continuous strand of wire, Magnum™ cables are double wound using simultaneously fed and formed wire. This double wind results in dramatically quicker torque into the clog — 33% quicker torquing — because the two independent strands of wire not only torque down into the inner core, but the inner core itself torques in the opposite direction. It’s like having two cables in one. And because it torques more quickly, you can finish the job sooner!

When we double wind our Magnum™ cables, we can use thinner gauge wire than we otherwise would. This means that Magnum™ cable is 25% lighter weight than the same length of standard drain cables, making it easier to maneuver the machine to its work location, again allowing you to save time on the job.

Because the Magnum™ cable is wound with a thinner gauge wire, it has a smaller outer diameter. This means that you can fit more cable in the drum! Where a Model 300 machine can only fit 75 feet of ½-inch cable, plus the 5-foot anchor and 2-foot leader cable for a total of 82 feet of capacity, using Magnum™ cable allows a full 100 feet of cable, plus the anchor and leader, for a total capacity of 107 feet. That 25-foot advantage can often make the difference between needing a different machine or a second drum to reach and clear a clog.

Since time is money, and Magnum™ cable saves you time, it will deliver a huge return on your investment. It is lighter yet stronger, more cable will fit into your machine, and it will clear drains more quickly. Make Magnum™ your choice the next time you consider drain cables for your larger machines.